Intercellular communication is a widespread phenomenon in all domains of life. Bacteria have developed many ways of communicating with one another and with other species, either prokaryotic or eukaryotic. RNA has been a key molecule since the beginning of life on Earth, and is one of the carriers of information. Given the current antibiotic crisis, understanding the way in which pathogens communicate can lead towards improved ways to control infections when antimicrobial therapy is not possible. Different subspecies of RNA, non-coding, and of small size, designated here as ncRNAs, have been in recent years the subject of a great research effort, and results have contributed to a growing field of knowledge. This review focuses on four different aspects of ncRNA involvement in cell-to-cell communications during bacterial infections: pathogen recognition by the host, alteration of host microRNA profiles, production of domestic and secreted forms of ncRNAs and subversion of the host responses. The current review article focuses on the most recent discoveries in the field and gives an integrative idea based on the discussed studies.
INTRODUCTION
Communication, delivery of messages from one living form to another, is a key and widespread event in nature. Perhaps mankind mythologised this phenomenon as the goddess Iris, who transmitted messages between gods and mortals (Osborne 1989; Atherton and Phillips 2013) . With certain similarities to this metaphor, an inter-kingdom communication between species exists in the realm of life, including the bacteriahost axis (Hughes and Sperandio 2008) . Communication can help coordinate bacteria to develop biofilm recalcitrant structures (Federle and Bassler 2003) . The latter is important because it can lead to many health complications and allow bacteria to withstand the effects of antimicrobials (Gilbert and McBain 2001) .
Among the different types of molecules that can be used for transmission of information, RNA has a key role for biological systems, being the link between genome and proteome. Furthermore, it has been hypothesised that primitive forms of RNA, which were gaining in complexity through time, were one of the first forms, or one of the early precursors of life (Orgel 2004; Semenov, Kraft and Ainla 2016; Taylor 2016) . RNA is fascinating in its properties, for example in the combination of genotype/phenotype in a single molecule. Joyce (1989) stated that RNA allows 'Darwinian evolution at molecular level', and evolution is also shaped by interaction among species. According to Dawkins and Krebs (1979) evolution is 'an arms race between species, or within them'. In our current era of information, knowledge and communication, many species keep interacting with us, until they to some extent shape and drive our evolution. There is evidence that bacteria have adapted during evolution to their hosts, certain species establishing a symbiotic relationship with hominids (Moeller, Caro-Quintero and Mjungu 2016) . However, some of them are pathogenic and when a dysbiosis occurs, they take advantage of the host (Stecher, Maier and Hardt 2013) and this can lead to severe health complications. In our role of social species, we have developed the ability to control bacterial infections by mimicking bacterial strategies, such as the use of antibiotics and antimicrobial compounds (Davies and Davies 2010) . However, in an ever-changing game, bacteria have the potential to develop antibiotic and antimicrobial resistance mechanisms (Tenover 2006) , which is becoming one of the most important health threats of the new century (O'Neill 2016) . From a One Health approach perspective, we cannot overlook other aspects of bacterial biology that are also extremely relevant, such as communication mediated by RNAs. Surprisingly enough, antibiotics have been described to have an effect on the repertoire of small RNA profiles of bacteria (Dersch et al. 2017) . Biology is essentially interconnected and understanding the way in which bacteria communicate during infection processes is important to provide additional or alternative strategies for the control of drug resistance (Dersch et al. 2017) . Therefore, a deeper understanding of this emerging and thrilling field is of paramount importance.
This review examines the bacterial 'RNA language' that is used for self communication, intercellular communication (Simonov, Swift and Blenkiron 2016) or communication with other species. Within 'RNA language', a key vocabulary is that composed by 'non-protein-coding RNA subtypes' (ncRNAs). This general term will be used in this review for all RNA subtypes (Ghildiyal and Zamore 2009; González-Plaza 2016) , except for other denominations where authors treated them specifically. The diversity of small ncRNAs is broad, with classes such as small RNAs (Sass, Kiekens and Coenye 2017) , microRNAs (miRNAs, single stranded) or small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Zhou, Zhou and Chen 2017) , among others. There are differences between them in terms of strand type, length or source of production. These forms are gaining attention because they can act in trans as do miRNAs from the host, binding and destabilising their target mRNAs. Not limited to that, it is known that they also destabilise target proteins, but they can also act in cis binding in an antisense way with their own internal targets (Gottesman and Storz 2011; Schroeder, Narra and Sahni 2017) . Nevertheless, it has also been reported that ncRNAs are quite dynamic in their targets and that they could act both in cis and trans, rewiring their affinities according to the environmental conditions (Melamed, Peer and FaigenbaumRomm 2016) such as iron depletion in the host upon infection.
This review has been divided into four main sections. First, a brief introduction on host pathogen recognition mechanisms. The second section presents the alteration in host miRNA profiles due to pathogen presence (Table 1) . Not only does the host alter its own miRNA profiles for control of infection purposes, but the pathogen can also actively modulate this response. The third section introduces ncRNAs in bacteria (Table 1) . The fourth section addresses the production of ncRNAs in secreted forms, when those execute their function out of the originating cell (Table 1) . A subsection of this last section covers subversion of the host defences by secreted ncRNAs (Table 1) .
PERSPECTIVE OF THE HOST: PATHOGEN RECOGNITION
Pathogens have evolved to sense the change in environment that represents being within a host, and even how to modify its transcriptomic behaviour during fever (González Plaza, Hulak and Zhumadilov 2016) . To unleash such a complex response, the immune system must detect bacterial pathogens (Hellmuth, Freund and Schlöder 2017) . Recognition at the innate immune system occurs at a molecular level through germline-encoded pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs). These include toll-like receptors (TLRs), potent activators of the innate immunity (Akira, Uematsu and Takeuchi 2006; Kumar, Kawai and Akira 2009 ). PRRs are widespread in hosts (Medzhitov and Janeway 1997) and sense pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), usually key molecules for normal biological functioning of the bacteria and thus not easily subjected to modifications (Akira et al. 2006) . Another type of receptor for bacterial-derived molecules are NOD-like receptors (Creagh and O'Neill 2006) . Receptors can sense bacterial cell wall elements, internal components (Reales-Calderón, Vaz and Monteoliva 2016) or RNA (Choo, Sano and Kim 2017; Teofilović, Bihi and Stojković 2017) . The receptors for sensing RNA molecules are intracellular (Choo et al. 2017; Teofilović et al. 2017) and can trigger an immune response from the host (Gu, Zhao and Zhang 2017) during the process of endocytosis (Hellmuth et al. 2017) . The TLRs that sense RNA molecules are: TLR3 for RNA in double-strand conformation (mouse receptor absent in humans), or TLR7 and TLR8 for single-strand RNA (Yang and Seki 2012) .
The topic of RNA recognition by TLRs is gaining attention, and new studies have shed further light in that direction. Dendritic cells derived from bone marrow using mice as donor species were challenged with RNA from Brucella abortus (Campos, Gomes and Guimarães 2017). Purified RNA was capable of inducing the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and it was elucidated that this response in vitro is dependent on TLR3 and TLR7. However, as this effect was not observed during infection with live bacterial forms, further studies will help us understand to what extent pathogenic RNA induces immune system responses in different hosts. Recognition of RNA and triggering of a series of events that modify the normal cell homeostasis, such as an orchestrated immune response, is an extremely interesting field of research.
PATHOGENS CAN ALTER THE miRNA PROFILES OF THE HOST
The miRNA profiles of the host can have a function for controlling bacterial infections. That is the case for the regulation of phagocytosis by the induction of miRNA-21 when Listeria monocytogenes is present (Johnston, Kearney and Zas lona 2017) . The authors tested the survival of the intracellular pathogen in bone marrow-derived macrophages from wild-type and miR-21-deficient mice: assays showed higher survival rates in bone marrow-derived macrophages originating from deficient animals. This strategy aims to limit the availability of intracellular niches for the pathogen, as Listeria has developed strategies to overcome innate defences and persist. The same miRNA showed higher levels in the serum of patients affected by Streptococcus pneumoniae infection (Abd-El-Fattah, Sadik and Shaker 2013).
In addition, the pathogen could actively alter the miRNA profiles of the host, to benefit. Infection with Legionella pneumophila alters profoundly the miRNA profiles of murine macrophages, and triggers a pro-inflammatory response 
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MDR, multidrug-resistant tuberculosis; ncRNAs, Non-coding RNAs; nts, nucleotides; TB, tuberculosis. N/A, not applicable. (Jentho, Bodden and Schulz 2017) . The authors used an experimental approach with MyD88 knockout mice. The hypothesis for focusing on this molecule was that the pathogen could interfere with the signalling cascade of TLRs through attenuation of the key MyD88 signalling, promoting its own growth and ultimately decreasing the immune response (Jentho et al. 2017) . Conclusions supported their view and led to the description of a more complex and intricate response, with extensive alteration of miRNA profiles of the host. Another pathogen, Helicobacter pylori, can also modulate miRNA expression of human gastric cells, with potential downstream interference with the host DNA repair systems (Santos, Brianti and Almeida 2017) . A large and growing body of literature has investigated tuberculosis, given the importance of the disease. Furthermore, the role of miRNAs for controlling the immune response in case of infection with this pathogen have been especially covered (Abdalla, Duan and Deng 2016) . In a study with human patients in two infection stages (latent tuberculosis or pulmonary tuberculosis) and healthy patients, the authors found 119 miRNAs differentially expressed between the three groups (Xin, Yang and Liu 2016) . In addition, they confirmed through molecular methods two differentially expressed miRNAs between patients affected by pulmonary stage and any of the two other groups. They further evaluated in silico the predicted targets, and found that the two miRNAs could regulate several key genes for the immune response to the infection. In that way, Mycobacterium tuberculosis is capable of modulating the miRNA content of macrophage-derived exosomes and creating growth-favouring nutrient conditions in the host (Alipoor, Mortaz and Tabarsi 2017) . Multidrug resistance is a major concern during tuberculosis infection. In that regard, Wagh and colleagues (Wagh, Urhekar and Modi 2017) studied four different groups of patients, including a group affected by tuberculosis, and another with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis. Through measurement of the levels of four miRNAs, they observed differences between the tuberculosis patients and controls, but also between tuberculosis and multidrug-resistant tuberculosis patients. This finding shows how sensitive miRNA levels can be in order to act as biomarkers, even differentiating between regular strains and those carrying resistance to several antibiotics. As previously discussed, antibiotics can create a specific signature of small RNAs (sRNAs) (Dersch et al. 2017) . In connection with that and evaluating further the study of Wagh and collaborators, it is possible that the antibiotic treatment in multidrug-resistant tuberculosis patients could have altered the host regulatory RNA profiles, and be reflected in the miRNA levels. The same authors address that the reasons for these differences need to be further elucidated. Regardless of the explanation, what seems clear is that resistance to several antibiotics in a pathogen can change the game in many ways.
PRESENCE OF SMALL RNA TYPES WITHIN BACTERIA
The set of ncRNAs produced by bacteria was extensively studied during the last two decades (Gottesman and Storz 2011; Storz, Vogel and Wassarman 2011) . New sets of sRNAs were recently described by differential RNAseq in Lactoccocus lactis (van der Meulen, de Jong and Kok 2016). A recent study using dual RNAseq has provided insights into the host-pathogen interaction of Yersinia tuberculosis in mice (Nuss, Beckstette and Pimenova 2017) . This infection altered notably the host transcriptome, where the most altered gene expressions were related to several processes pertaining to the immune response. From the perspective of the pathogen, there were detectable changes in different transcripts, but the authors also found alterations in a set of 197 small non-coding RNAs when comparing to in vitro conditions. Several of those ncRNAs are especially relevant for the establishment of infection and virulence.
The group of ncRNAs from bacteria can carry out regulatory tasks , as described for Borrelia burgdorferi (Lybecker and Samuels 2017) . Potentially they could regulate virulence factors in Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (Oogai, Gotoh and Ogura 2017) or participate in the modulation of important responses such as biofilm formation (Van Puyvelde, Steenackers and Vanderleyden 2013). In that regard, Mayoral et al. (Mayoral, Hussain and Joubert 2014) reported the expression of small non-coding RNAs of approximately 30 base pairs that regulate transcription of genes both in the host mosquito cells and in Wolbachia, an obligate intracellular alphaproteobacteria. More examples of regulation by ncRNAs were published recently for meningitis. For the first time a sRNA was reported for Streptococcus suir infecting mice (Xiao, Tang and Zhang 2017) . The sRNA, named rss04, controls negatively the production of capsular polysaccharide, which determines essential features of the infection process such as adherence. In addition, rss04 was described as a positive regulator of biofilm formation through the modulation of the expression of LuxS, an important virulence factor.
The implications of ncRNAs in the process of lung infection of Pseudomonas aeruginosa have been studied in mice (Reinhart, Nguyen and Brewer 2017) . This pathogen is especially relevant because it is largely implicated in the infection of patients with cystic fibrosis (Nguyen, O'Neill and Watts 2014) . A strategy to overcome the pathogen attack by the host involves reducing the availability of iron, ultimately providing a harsher environment for the survival of the pathogen (Nguyen et al. 2014) . The bacteria has also developed mechanisms of adaptation through the production of two types of ncRNAs, named PrrF1 and PrrF2, that carry out their regulative task through destabilisation of the mRNA (Oglesby, Farrow and Lee 2008) . Those two molecules are involved in the negative regulation of iron genes under the conditions of low availability of this metal (Wilderman, Sowa and FitzGerald 2004) . Reinhart et al. (2017) suggested that PrrH, a sRNA regulator previously thought to be important, could be expendable within the virulence model. The authors designed a system with deletion mutants for each of the three sRNAs (PrrH, and the highly homologous PrrF1 and PrrF2), which they could complement with wild-type versions of these regions carried in plasmids. Furthermore, they showed how the response to iron depletion is fundamental for virulence, and that deletion mutant prrF1-prrF2 keeps producing iron-utilising proteins leading to a defect in growth in these restricting conditions (Reinhart et al. 2017) . This study exemplifies another strategy of communication between different species, where the mammal host limits an important factor for the bacterial growth, and the pathogen recognises this signal and uses regulatory ncRNAs to adapt to the hostile environment and modulate its metabolism, leading to success in the infection process. There are related cases when the host signal is not intended to communicate with the bacteria, but pathogens sense the outer conditions leading to production and variation of ncRNA profiles. Rickettsia prowazekii is a Gram-negative bacterium that causes epidemic typhus (Andersson, Zomorodipour and Andersson 1998) , and it has been demonstrated to change its levels of ncRNAs depending whether it is localised at the host or in the vector species (Schroeder et al. 2017) . Some of the identified sRNAs display differential transcriptional profiles in the comparison of tick versus human infected cells. These results indicate that bacteria are able to modulate their 'molecular behaviour' depending on their environment, with sRNAs having a prominent role in the adaptive response by regulating the transcriptomic profile of the pathogen.
PRODUCTION OF ncRNAs IN SECRETED FORMS
Bacteria produce ncRNAs that are key for adaptation in changing and harsher environments set by the host to sabotage infection, and other types that will perform their activity in trans. Extracellular RNAs from Escherichia coli have been evaluated and compared with the intracellular moiety (Ghosal, Upadhyaya and Fritz 2015) . This study confirmed that E. coli secretes RNA to the extracellular surrounding, which is not exclusively limited to free forms, but also contains outer membrane vesicles (OMVs). These vesicles are focusing important research efforts due to their role in cell-to-cell communication (Barile and Vassalli 2017) . These extracellular shuttles can also be released by Gram-positive bacteria, although with a different membrane architecture owing to the intrinsic differences among the two groups of bacteria (Nasarabadi, Berleman and Auer 2017) .
Ghosal and colleagues observed a very interesting enrichment in extracellular RNA forms ranging from 15 to 40 nucleotides, and that happened for both OMV-associated extracellular RNAs and free-state ones. All of the extracellular or intracellular fractions (<200 nt in length) were further subjected to massive deep RNAseq. Authors found differences between the different fractions and specific RNA types, supporting the idea of a selective export. Furthermore, they describe the mapping of the free extracellular RNA mainly to mobile genetic elements, non-coding RNA genes and protein-coding regions, while the OMV-associated RNA mapped to protein-coding regions (Ghosal 2017) . Some of the remaining questions are if all of those secreted RNA forms will unleash the recognition by the host or whether they serve to confound the system. These observations are striking, in the way that Simonov and others have addressed , regarding the RNA associated to vesicle membranes or OMVs. This type of enveloping will protect the RNA from degradation and avoids triggering an inflammatory response if recognised by host pattern recognition factors (PRRs). Supporting this view, a previous study relating to OMVs was carried out with the uropathogenic Escherichia coli (UPEC) strain 536 (Blenkiron, Simonov and Muthukaruppan 2016) . The main purpose of the study was to test if OMVs (in this case named MV), were carriers of RNA forms. The authors found that several intact RNA types, including ribosomal RNAs, messenger forms, tRNAs, or different sets of small RNAs, were present in these vesicles. In the same study, human bladder carcinoma cells were infected. The studied OMVs contained different subtypes of RNA, including sRNAs, and were reported to be internalised in the host cell type in a manner where the number of incorporated vesicles increased with the time of infection. Interestingly, they calculated a 1% delivery of MV RNAs into the host cells. Notwithstanding, OMVs can trigger plant or mammalian immune responses due to the presence of other microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) (Katsir and Bahar 2017) . Thus, bacteria must possess a way to overcome this barrier.
SECRETED ncRNAs: SUBVERSION OF HOST RESPONSES BY BACTERIAL PATHOGENS
Pathogens could subvert the host internal communication, the immune system machinery, in different ways such as the translocation of effector proteins into plant (Macho, Zumaquero and Gonzalez-Plaza 2012) or animal cells (Christie and Vogel 2000) . In addition, RNAs have also been described to exert this subversive effects on the host immune system. A modified RNA from E. coli inhibits TLR7-mediated responses by competition with the stimulatory RNAs for binding into the receptor (Rimbach, Kaiser and Helm 2015) . The stimulation of immune responses through RNA by Brucella abortus was suggested by Campos et al. (2017) , while another study has described how the RNA from the same species is capable of suppressing immune system responses from the host (Milillo, Velásquez and Trotta 2017) . Briefly, the authors found that instead of just triggering recognition, the RNA can interfere with the defence machinery. In that regard, although until 2012 no evidence was reported about down-regulation of major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I)-presenting molecules by bacteria (Gupta, Kaul and Tsolaki 2012 ), Milillo and collaborators described the inhibition of expression of MHC-I in human leukemia cell line (THP-1) cells (Milillo et al. 2017) . Furthermore, they reported that RNA from different prokaryotic pathogens also inhibited MHC-I expression and surface localisation. In that case, the innate immune system will be unable to display antigens (Kovacsovics-Bankowski, Clark and Benacerraf 1993). Moreover, even degraded RNA was able to cause this effect in macrophages (Milillo et al. 2017) .
Returning to ncRNAs, several studies support the idea that there is a process of communication leading to modification of the host response. Gu and collaborators (Gu et al. 2017) have demonstrated that Salmonella enteriditis produces small noncoding RNAs, which are processed into miRNA-like molecules at infected mammalian cells. This pathogen can use the host machinery to process its original 200-400 nucleotide RNA molecule into the mature form of the miRNA-like fragment (24 nucleotides). Strikingly, one of those small fragments named Sal1 increased the survival of the pathogen in the intracellular state (Gu et al. 2017) .
Bacterial periodontal pathogens produce ncRNAs of comparable size to miRNAs, named Small RNAs of miRNA size (msRNAs) (Choi et al. 2017) . A set of msRNAs was characterised and studied by deep sequencing, most of them ranging between 15 and 28 nucleotides. This study suggests that the shorter forms can be derived from longer unprocessed RNA types, in agreement with the results from Gu et al. (2017) . The same study of Choi et al. (2017) gave deeper insights into this infection war, shedding light onto the targeting of host genes. Transfection of an immortalized line of human T lymphocyte cells (Jurkat Tcells) with highly expressed msRNAs led to reduction in the levels of cytokines. Some of these small RNAs harboured in OMVs were selected for in silico target prediction. Interestingly those targets were found in the regulatory untranslated regions of host immune genes.
Another example of the sabotage of host responses was reported for OMV-carried sRNAs from the Gram-negative Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Koeppen, Hampton and Jarek 2016) . Despite the fact that OMVs can elicit an immune response due to the presence of PAMPs on its surface, this pathogen is still able to use them for its own advantage. Through an RNAseq approach more than 480 000 unique sRNAs were identified, with lengths ranging from 15 to 45 nucleotides, and an average length of 24 nucleotides. Several of the most abundant sRNAs harboured in OMVs were predicted to target host genes related to the immune response, a similar observation to that of Choi et al. (2017) . An interesting assay carried out in the study of Koeppen et al. confirmed that the OMV cargo was protected from RNases (Koeppen et al. 2016 ), known to be present in the plasma of human subjects (Kamm and Smith 1972) . In their series of experiments, Koeppen also described the transference of sRNAs contained in OMVs from P. aeruginosa into human bronchial epithelial cells. The relevance of this finding, in keeping with results from Blenkiron and collaborators , is that the sRNAs can be effectively delivered into host cells, where according to in silico simulations they will bind to mRNA targets in pathways related to immune responses, as concluded by Koeppen et al. (2016) . Through transfection of cells with a predicted regulator of target genes, the authors observed decreased mRNA and protein levels of interleukin-8 (IL-8). This cytokine is stimulated by lipopolysaccharide, and the authors suggest that interference occurs by interaction with mRNAs instead of TLRs. Collectively, the authors have shown that through the action of sRNAs a pathogen is able to attenuate the immune response to OMVs (Koeppen et al. 2016) , leading to diminished cytokine secretion, facilitating infection and overcoming the barrier of sensing MAMPs at OMVs. Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the conclusions. To understand the RNA language, hosts are equipped with germlineencoded TLRs, leading to detection of bacterial pathogens. Recognition through RNAs could happen by mainly three molecules: TLR3 for double stranded RNA (dsRNA) (mouse), or TLR7/TLR8 for single stranded RNA (ssRNA) forms. The host uses its own set of instructions, a warfare language directed to the immune system, through the use of miRNAs for controlling bacterial infections. Infection changes notably the host transcriptome, resulting in differential levels of miRNAs, and triggering a pro-inflammatory response.
CONCLUSIONS
The pathogen can interfere with the signalling cascade of TLRs, promoting its own growth, and ultimately decreasing the host defences. In tuberculosis, the pathogen does so modulating the content of miRNA of host exosomes and creating favourable conditions for its own growth. A very interesting observation is that antibiotics also create specific signatures of sRNAs, opening the door to new directions of research.
Bacteria can synthesise their own set of ncRNAs that can carry regulatory tasks in cis, modulating different infection features. Pertaining to the host defence, a harsher environment is expected when pathogens are detected. Pathogens develop ncRNA-mediated responses to react to these conditions by modulation of their own metabolism and can modify their ncRNA profiles depending on the surrounding environment. The communication, not always intended, is happening at different levels, and several forms of small RNAs are having a key role.
Other types of bacterial-encoded ncRNAs are released to sabotage host defences, acting in trans, and most are probably contained in OMVs. Packaged in these vesicles, ncRNAs can be effectively delivered to host cells, and protected from degradation. Despite OMVs being recognised by TLRs, they can also harbour ncRNAs that will destabilise host mRNAs in the target cells. Furthermore, unprocessed long bacterial RNA forms can be processed into miRNA-like fragments using the host machinery and increasing pathogen survival. Many of the ncRNAs contained in OMVs had predicted targets in host immune genes. The action of these regulatory RNAs in the host cells will lead to diminished cytokine secretion, facilitating the survival of the pathogen and success of infection.
In conclusion, many recent studies have provided an increasing body of knowledge on the process of communication during infection, and the relevance of the field is of great importance given the current growing crisis of antibiotic resistance. Understanding the forms in which pathogens are able to sabotage the system will provide us with different strategies to control infections in a multidrug resistance scenario.
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